
SENATE No. 17.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts4

The committee on State House on the part of the senate,
who were instructed to ascertain whether or not the Senate
Chamber and its approaches
the session report that, acti
them by the senate, they eng
George F. Swain and Mr. I
made to the committee th

are safe for occupancy during
ig under the authority given

Noyes Wh vho have
tement inaccompanyir

writing which is herewith submitted for the information of

Dear Sir, The unde
you to make such examin

] having been requested by
s would enable us to reportnnation

to you with regard to the safetj
approaches, beg leave to report

f the Senate Chamber and
s follows :

We have made such examinat n of the floor of the Senate
Chamber, and some other part
limited time at our disposal and
would permit; and as the result
leave to report that while the flo<
like the other parts of the old bu
than it would now be built, and i

the building, as the
the occupancy of the rooms
of our examination we beg

r of the Senate Chamber,
aiding, is very much lighter
much lighter than would be

?ed the services of Professor
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permitted by the building laws
been able to discover any evidt
the uses to which it is ordinar

of this city, yet we have not
mce that it is dangerous for
ily applied. It would not be
but the loads to which it isuited for the heaviest load

actually exposed are light
Alaska,” which has hithertoThe store room, known as

been filled with documents, it
ments transferred to the store

being emptied and the docu-
room in the extension. More-

over, since the use of the Blue Room has been prohibited,
the loads to which the upper floors in this wing will be ex-
posed in the future, will be very much less than they have
been in the past. While these loads have in the past been
too great, the structure has carried them, and the floors and
trusses are now in as good condition as they have been in
the past few years. With the reduction in the load upon
them there should, therefore, be no apprehension as to their
ability to carry their present load safely.

Respectfully submitted

GEO. F. SWAIN,
E. NOYES WHITCOMB.






